The PhD of the Dew series, the Dr Dew is equipped with a higher grade of components and features. This is the bike that our bike designer rides to his bike design job.

Dew Deluxe

A fine commuter that is half a brain smarter than the Dew.

If you thought that those "hybrid" bikes that came out some years ago were more for DVE survivors and post paperboy depression, the Dew should now get your attention. The Dew is a commuter that uses the same frame construction as the sought after Dr Dew, with all the same self-righteous lane grabbing ability.

Smoke

Smoke is the new Kona urban workhorse that gets you all over town, over to the bar, and back to the house. Ride it, beat it, lock it to a random pole. And just in case you were wondering – yes - fenders are cool.

Bike HotRod

One part Easy Rider, one part Johnny Cash, and two parts Holy Shit. Inspired by the great bike chopper clubs around the world. We’ll just shut up now and let you take this one in.